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Redefining BASE Parachutes

WOLF
S TA N D S

ALONE

While other companies have been content to refine BASE parachute
technology, Apex BASE has redefined what is possible. The Lobo, which
represents the most significant advancement in BASE canopies since the launch of
the FOX, is the result of six intensive years of research and development, testing,
and refinements that set a new standard in the world of BASE.
The Lobo is a game-changer. It's your turn to play.

Cleaner Openings. Optimized Flight. Better Landings.
Fly W i t h U n p aral leled Stab i l i ty, Eff ic ienc y and Power.

LARGER CAMBER

ROLLEDOVER NOSE

CROSSPORT DESIGN

CONTROL LINES

We designed the Lobo to deliver precision and power when you need it most, with a suite of technological
enhancements that delivers remarkable advances in control, stability and flare power. The design integrates a
larger camber, making the canopy more stable in slower flight; a rolled-over nose, which introduces innovations
in skydiving and paragliding airfoils to optimize inflation (even during very slow flight); an optimized crossport
design to optimize inflation; a redesigned upper control line configuration that noticeably boosts control and flare.
For more information, pricing, or to place your order, please visit apexbase.com to download the
Lobo order form.

41610 Date Street Unit 101 Murrieta, CA 92562
perris@apexbase.com

apexbase.com

951.894.6000

951.894.4005

All Apex BASE gear is designed and manufactured in California.

LOBO FEATURES
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+
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+
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+
+

Ultralite fabric
Vtec (3 of 7 vents)
Mesh slider
Dual brake settings
Color-coded line tabs
Dual toggle settings
Double bridle attachment point
Standard or top-loading
tailpockets (a new Apex design)
+ Available in sizes from 160 to
350 square feet, in 10
squarefoot increments
+ Ultralite fabric available in
orange, grey, white, red and
black with your choice of three
line color options: black, red or
white

Visit ApexBASE.com to
order your Lobo.

